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July Affiliate Newsletter
Sun, holidays, the good life, yay! And, Summer 2022 is all about us treating
your players to the greatest casino and bingo action online. Vista Gaming is
here with a bumper pack of July offers and special giveaways.
Share these sweet treats with your players, and enjoy the best of the summer
sun relaxing on your hammock, partner!
Hot News: New Crypto Methods Launching Soon
Vista Gaming brands will be supporting additional cryptocurrency payment
methods in the near future. The new options include LiteCoin, Ethereum,
Tether and Binance Coin (in addition to the existing Bitcoin). We'll of course let
you know when the actual launch happens.

Casino News
Our casinos are warming things up with a slew of extra-special offers,
bonuses, and breezy rewards for your players this July. From the weekly
$1,000 Under the Sea Slots Tourney and the Video Poker Tournament, to
the grand VIP Tourneys, your players are surely in for the ultimate gaming
experience.

Vegas Crest Casino

Experience the magnetic energy of the sunny season with Vegas Crest
Casino's Summer Welcome Offer of 200% up to $€1,000 and 50 Free
Spins First Deposit Bonus. Push this blockbuster offer pronto to keep the
players entertained for countless hours.
Don't forget to touch base with us anytime for exclusive, custom-tailored offers
suited to your traffic.

Vegas Crest Casino Brasil is bringing the carnival sounds of Brazil with
samba beats and a spectacular new-player offer.
First, get your players started on a rewarding, tropical adventure with 10 Free
Spins on the Aloha Wild slot game.
And, if that wasn't enough, you'll soon be seeing them revelling in festive spirit
and enjoying a glittering 200% + 30 Free Spins First Deposit Bonus! This
flamboyant offer is a must-push, and lets the players enjoy a wide range of
video slots, video bingo games, table games, and life-like live dealer games.
Exclusive offers are also available by request. Gotta catch 'em all!

CyberSpins Casino

Hold on to your sun hat! Sizzling summer begins at CyberSpins with a
scorching hot 100% up to $€1,000 First Deposit Welcome Bonus. Yay!
Get in on the action by offering your players this fabulous promo and instantly
boost your income.
For exclusive and special offers customized for your players, simply contact
your affiliate manager.

Bingo News
It's another month of flaming-hot bingo action and big giveaways at our bingo
sites. Make sure your players don't miss out on having nonstop, explosive fun
with great chances to win crazy money.
Super-cool tournaments and exciting promos combine to make July a truly epic
month. With a weekly prize-pool of $1000, the adrenaline-packed Video Bingo
Tournament is a real thriller. Moving on, the Tropical Summer Bingo
Tourney is another scorcher, and awards the top winner a juicy $800 cash
prize every week. And, slot buffs can't afford to miss the Fun in July Free
Spins and the Deep Sea Slots Tourney that promise truckloads of free spins
and eye-popping prizes.

Who else loves a giveaway? BingoSpirit's ultimate Welcome Offer gives
players a choice of THREE incredible bonuses. Players can pick from a 600%
Universal Bonus, a $100 Bonus to play all games, or 200 Free Spins on a
popular video slot. How cool is that?
*Exclusive offers for CyberBingo and BingoFest are also available on
request.

Let's roll. Contact Vistagaming Affiliates and get your fancy welcome offer,
marketing material and exclusive tracking links.
Email to let us know if you would like to promote our monthly press releases.
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